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ABSTRACT
This research explores injury patterns of casualties from combat due to
Improvised Explosive Devices (IED), which can vary due to the unique circumstances
related to an injury. This research hopes to understand how decisions on equipment
production and safety mechanisms are employed. Some of the preliminary research
includes a meta-analysis of various IED events, with a focus on conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan. This research will also consider historical, current, and predictive analysis,
to best understand the IED threat and to help save lives. Finally, this IED study is novel
because it will approach this research from a holistic anthropological and biocultural
perspective.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the increased advances in technology and medical understanding. many
soldiers involved in combat today are fatally injured due to improvised explosive devices
(IEDs), which indicates that there is still a lack of understanding from medical
professionals and protective equipment suppliers. This paper explores the injuries
sustained from explosive devices in combat and examines how professionals can be
better equipped to prevent these injuries in the future. The focus is predominantly on the
Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts and the forensic injury patterns in correlation to the
environment during the time of incident, while also exploring the counter IED equipment.
Explosive devices account for 70 per cent of deaths in combat related injuries to
soldiers.1 If a concrete understanding of the nature of these destructive instruments can
be reached, medical treatment and product design involving counter JED equipment
could be utilized more efficiently and effectively to better prevent casualties of both
military personnel and civilians.
In 2003. Iraq was invaded by the United States Military forces, an occupation that
would eventually end the reign of Saddam Hussein. From the American military
perspective. this is considered a victory; however, this view ignores the many tragedies
that have occurred. Most anthropologists at the time of the conflict, were neither in favor
of the war nor in the use of their discipline to pursue study of it.2 What resulted is
confusion among researchers involving methods of approach. Naturally, war can destroy

1 Arul Ramasamy, A. M. Hill, S. Masouros. I. Gibb, A. M. J. Bull, and J.C.Clasper, "Blast-Related
Fracture Patterns: A Forensic Bio mechanical Approach". Journal Of The Royal Society Interface 8 (58):
689-698. The Royal Society (2010).
2 Antonius Robben, "Anthropology and the Iraq War: An Uncomfortable Engagement." Anthropology
Today 25, no. l (2009), I.
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many of the populations and cultural resources that anthropologists strive to protect.
Despite its destructive nature, critical military anthropology is still a significant, if
underrepresented, field of study. One area in which the research is scant concerns
Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) and the resultant injuries. Although survival rates
of war casualties have gone up since World War II, present survivors still suffer from
severe injuries. 3
It is important to recognize that "(e)xplosives have caused a greater percentage of
injuries in Iraq and Afghanistan than in any other large-scale conflict.". 4 Clearly this is an
issue worthy of study. Traumatic injuries should always be of extreme concern to
researchers, especially when injuries sustained can have life-long physical and mental
ramifications. When a soldier engages in combat and suffers from an explosive injury,
they are likely to have an open tibial fracture; this fracture is often made worse by
infection. 5 Infections can be difficult to treat. Additional factors can further complicate
the healing process, such as being far from medical care and potentially within enemy
territory when the injury is sustained. Biological anthropologists must explore these past
sustained injuries to further improve the safety of future individuals involved in combat
or combat related environments.

And Ramasamy, Spyros D. Masouros, Nicolas Newell, Adam M. Hill, William G. Proud, Katherine A.
Brown, Anthony M. J. Bull, and Jon C. Clasper,"ln-vehicle Extremity Injuries from Improvised Explosive
Devices: Current and Future Foci." Philosophical Transactions: Biological Sciences 366, no. 1562 (2011):
160.
4
Susan L. Eskridge, Caroline A. Macera, Michael R. Galarneau, Troy L. Holbrook, Susan I. Woodruff,
Andrew J. MacGregor, Deborah J. Morton, and Richard A. Shaffer, "Injuries from Combat Explosions In
Iraq: Injury Type, Location, And Severity". Injury 43 (10): 1678-1682 (2012).
s Erica N. Johnson, Travis C. Bums, Roman A. Hayda, Duane R. Hospenthal, and Clinton K. Murray,
"Infectious Complications of Open Type Ill Tibial Fractures among Combat Casualties.'' Clinical
Infectious Diseases 45, no. 4 (2007): 409
3
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To begin the important journey in understanding human suffering, this paper will
attempt to explain some of the dangers as well as treatments for soldiers involved in
combat explosions. Please note this is not to ignore the suffering of other civilian
individuals, cultures, and environments affected; instead this is an effort to begin the
conversation towards healing and assisting those involved. Individuals wounded in action
can face numerous challenges, both psychological and physical. Although multiple
injuries are significant, the focus will remain on fracture patterns and the treatment
involved in order to avoid infections and further complications.

EXPLANATION OF IED
Before discussing specific injury types, it is important to understand the nature of
an explosive device. An explosive weapon is a bomb constructed to detonate thus sending
shock waves to the surrounding area. These shock waves can have varying effects, such
as: "Primary blast injuries are caused by an over pressurization shock wave followed by
an under-pressurization wave that travels through the body."6 Shock waves are difficult
to study following the event, seeing as anyone studying the injury can typically only
examine the aftermath, and not the actual incident. Typical injuries include those that are
secondary and result from the fragments that are created by the bomb, and anything in the
proximity that then can become projectiles. If involved in such a blast, an individual
should expect anything from a laceration to a potential amputation. 7 These injuries are

6

7

Eskridge, "Injuries from Combat Explosions In Iraq: Injury Type, Location, And Severity".
Ibid.
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not easy to treat or deal with because the injuries sustained from an explosive blast are
intense and typically multiple injuries are sustained simultaneously.
As mentioned above, a shock wave occurs that can cause extreme injuries, these
injuries are so extreme because "behind the detonation wave, the explosive has been
converted to hot, high pressure gas". 8 Following the high-pressured expansion, the air
starts to increase in pressure and this over pressurization can lead to a vacuum effect
causing anything in the surrounding area to be sucked momentarily inward toward the
device then pushed back once more; 9 therefore, multiple injuries can occur. The victim is
subject to both the effects of the explosion due to pressure and expansion, while also
being struck by any debris involved, including sand and dirt that can easily make its way
in to any open injuries. All of this can happen very quickly and without warning.
Furthermore, an explosion ofthis nature involves chemicals converting rapidly
from that of a solid or to a gas, or a liquid into gas. Explosives can be classified as a High
Order or Low Order Explosive which can result in different types of injuries. In regard to
a High Order Explosion the chemicals tend to have higher reaction rates, and the reaction
is considered a detonation. The reaction is almost instantaneous and amounts to very high
pressures and temperatures. On the other hand, Low Order Explosives release energy at a
lower rate; their primary desi gn is instead to propel objects into the surrounding area.
These Low Order Explosions also do not form shock waves.10 Due to circumstances and
different levels of explosive severity, the complexity of the devices is incredibly difficult

8

Ramasamy, "In-vehicle Extremity Injuries from Improvised Explosive Devices: Current and Future
Foci.", 161.
9
Ibid.
10 Stewart, Charles. '·Blast Injuries True Weapons of Mass Destruction" Oklahoma Institute of Disaster and
Emergency Medicine (2008), 14.
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to prepare for and defend against, thus the need to further explore the explosive
capabilities of these devices.
Analyzing the extent of damage depends on numerous circumstances. First, there
is the initial pressure wave, its duration, and the medium of the explosion. Second, how
far the wave travels or how confined it becomes. Lastly, the blast waves have specific
implications: the spike of pressure that increases, then the exponential deterioration , and
then lastly the negative pressure wave. 11 Not only must researchers explore the high or
low implications of the explosion, they must also analyze the minute details of the
specific explosion, where each pressure dynamic, and range can be affected uniquely
depending on the circumstances. Understanding the features of an IED can help lead to
better protection against the explosions. Now that some of the dynamics of the explosion
have been explained the elements of injury can be examined.
Taking into account only one explosion, soft tissue and debris may require intense
surgery. This surgery puts the particular field hospital at a disadvantage. Improvised
Explosive Device (IED) injuries are unlike other wounds because of their complex
nature. 12 Field hospitals already see multiple victims that are struggling with varying
degrees of injury; however, a patient with enough injuries to equal that of two or three
patients is obviously overwhelming. It is not to say that the hospital does not want to
help; however, it makes treatment and research thereof more difficult to conduct. People
already feel apprehensive about military studies due to how destructive and heartbreaking
war can become, but if these injuries must be treated quickly to save lives, as well as

11 Stewart, Charles. "Blasl Injuries True Weapons of Mass Destruction" Oklahoma Institute of Disaster and
Emergency Medicine (2008), I 1.
12 Ibid., 166.
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limbs, little time is left to figure out what is really going on. Most studies instead rely on
the healing process of individuals who face extended hospital time.
When encountering an injury due to an explosive device, an individual can be in a
vehicle, or on foot. These injuries can vary due to the circumstances. Regardless of the
situation, the injury is usually severe in nature. The explosion can send shock waves
which will move and throw anything involved. An unhealthy combination results
between sand, dirt, and any open wounds. Typical injuries include: tibial fracture, blast
lung injury, and head injuries, depending on the IED and whether the environment is
open or confined. Receiving one of these injuries can also lead to an infection. One injury
that is particularly susceptible is the open tibial fracture. "The soft-tissue defects
produced in conjunction with open fractures in war-related trauma, contamination of
wounds at the time of injury, and the associated prolonged hospital courses with potential
exposure to nosocomial pathogens (infections that are antibiotic resistant) all contribute
to the frequency of infectious complications among combat casualties. ".413
Explosives are specifically a concern for modem warfare as they made up the
greatest number of injuries in Iraq and Afghanistan compared to any other global
conflicts. 14 If this pattern continues and another military conflict were to occur, a
reasonable assumption would be a further increase in explosive devices. Although
violence has been prevalent for a long time in modern societies, the issue remains that
more dangerous explosives are being created in wars to intentionally injure and kill

13 Erica N. Johnson, Travis C. Burns, Roman A. Hayda, Duane R. Hospenthal, and Clinton K. Murray,
"Infectious Complications of Open Type III Tibial Fractures among Combat Casualties." Clinical
Infectious Diseases 45, no. 4 (2007): 411.
u Susan L. Eskridge, "Injuries from Combat Explosions In Iraq: Injury Type, Location, And Severity".
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individuals. Improvised Explosives. however, are the most common type, prevalent in
78% of explosive episodes. 15
When reviewing other injuries, one can discover that "explosions in confined
spaces were associated with a higher incidence of primary blast lung injury, increased
injury severity and increased severity of bums compared with explosions in open
air . . .explosions occurring in confined environments . .. caused the highest number of
severe injuries and casualties required the largest number of surgical interventions."16
The study also goes on to confirm that explosions in large areas with open space received
the highest amount of causalities, but reduced severity of injury or death. 17 In a more
open area there is a higher chance that the explosion will not be contained, however there
is a less risk of death. When only a few soldiers driving in a vehicle detonate an
explosion, they will experience the full force, which will increase the amount and
severity of injuries. Larger areas may affect more people due to their expansive nature,
but the force will not be as intense as it is not contained. As displayed in two research
studies providing about 200 individuals involved in both open and enclosed
environments, open areas yield less severe injuries and higher casualties, while enclosed
areas provide more severe injuries but a lower number of casualties (see Figure 1 below).

15 Susan L. Eskridge, "Injuries from Combat Explosions In Iraq: Injury Type, Location, And Severity".
16 Ramasamy, "Blast-Related Fracture Patterns: A Forensic Biomcchanical Approach", 694.
17

Ibid.
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One of the ways that individuals can understand Improvised Explosive Devices, is
by studying the effects of open and closed environments. In reviewing a chart from Arul
Ramasamy and coileagues 18, one can learn that the style of the vehicle leads to different
blast injuries. A primary injury is typically sustained during anytime the vehicle is
standing still and explodes. A secondary injury can be protected by increased armor for
the vehicle especially around the floor. Tertiary can be helped with restraints to prevent
injuries from movement after increased pressure and finally quaternary can be helped by
fire resistant clothing and car accessories. w If soldiers are outfitted with these designs and
military researchers understand the ways to protect soldiers, driving in a vehicle will not
be as dangerous for those deployed. It is not to say that these preventive measures are not
already being applied by the military; however, it is significant to remember the
preventive stipulations may be the most important life saving measures to be taken.

18

Ramasamy, "In-vehicle E;,i;tremity Injuries from Improvised E;,i;p\osive Devices: Current and Future
Foci.", 163.
19 lbid.
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Seeing as there are many dangers upon deployment, these variables can affect
what occurs during the blast and how the injury plays out and many put the head at
greatest risk. For example, people encountering vehicle injuries often die of head
injuries.20 What one is usually looking at when studying in-vehicle injury is a mine
explosive that was triggered when driven over. This type of explosion is immediate;
going from interaction with soil, to gas expansion, then the ejecta towards the vehicle. A
soldier riding in a vehicle will be exposed to kinetic energy and soil pushing against the
bottom of the car and debris flying through the window. Head injuries usually occur due
to the pressure on the bottom of the car causing an individual to hit their head.21 So the
more material an individual has around at the time of injury, the more objects with which
they could be hit. Usually, shelter is associated with a feeling of safety and security, but
for a solider that form of security is not always available.
Kevin Louie maintains that open fractures are the hardest and most challenging
for orthopedic and plastic surgeons.22 Procedures such as microvascular surgery,
stabilization, and debridement (removal of damaged tissue) can improve the outcome.
Sometimes incisions should be made and with caution so as to not open the wound
further. One difficulty in the field is that antibiotics should be given within three hours of
wound opening and must be continually given while the wound is open. Any skin flaps
should be covered, as well, and looked at by a senior care professional within 24 hours.

Ramasamy,"ln-vehicle Extremity Injuries from Improvised Explosive Devices: Current and Future
Foci.", 163.
21 Ibid.
22
Kevin Louie, "Management ofOpen Fractures ofthe Lower Limb." BMJ: British Medical Journal 340,
no. 7739 (2010): 166.
20
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As might be expected, that type of prevention and follow-up treatment is not always
available to an individual involved in combat.23
One way to explore explosives is to understand a study conducted by Ramasamy
and colleagues. The study explored medical records from any casualty admitted to
English hospitals in Afghanistan who remained for longer than six months. This study
found that of the 34 casualties in the group in which there were 56 zones of injury (ZOis).
Those with enclosed injuries faced less severe damage. The study argued that that to truly
protect soldiers, it is important to reduce the effects of explosive injuries, as the risk
currently remains too high. Although it may appear inaccurate for there to be 34
individuals with 56 injuries, many have unfortunately sustained multiple zones and injury
patterns. This study demonstrates that not only are individuals encountering injuries due
to explosives, they are also facing extended periods of hospitalization as a result. Doctors
and researchers not only have to face singular injuries such as fractures, they must face
injuries that combine fractures, open wounds, and infections.24

23 Louie, "Management of Open Fractures of the Lower Limb.", 166.
Ramasamy, "Blast-Rclaled Fraclure Patterns: A Forensic Biomechanical Approach", 695.

24
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TYPES OF INJURIES SUSTAINED BASED ON
CIRCUMSTANCES
Researchers are working to understand violence, and from where it originates, by
reviewing skeletons and trying to detennine whence the violence began and what created
it. Bioarcheology confronts the problem by studying three concepts: skeletal data,
contextual data, and social theory. When exploring bones, it is significant to note that,
"Depending on the direction and force of the impact as well as the morphology of the
bone, different types of fractures result".25 Although this paper focuses on modem types
of injuries, this holds true for studying the history of violence as well. By reviewing
historical evidence of violence, researchers will be able to understand the relationship
25 Debra L. Martin, Ryan P. Harrod, "Bioarcheological Contributions to the Study of Violence" Yearbook
of Physical Anlhropology (2014), 120.
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between fracture type and violence. which for the purposes of this study include open and
enclosed environments.
Not only can exploring the fracture type allude to the type of violence conducted,
so can the location and type of injury. A way to detennine violence in the historical
context is to look for skull fractures, as it could display blunt force or high velocity
projectile impact (Martin et al., 2014)26. These conclusions can also allude to modem
violence and its understanding. When an improvised explosive device is deployed it can
cause damage in numerous ways; however, this damage can be affected by the
environment in which the injury is sustained. The best way to understand treatment is to
increase understanding of the traumas endured and which type of situation creates each
type of trauma.
Even though patients often exhibit multiple injuries, one of the most significant of
these is the orthopaedic blast injury. On Primary orthopaedic injuries, Eskridge and
colleagues27 note that; "Orthopaedic injuries [include] (fractures, dislocations, sprains
and strains, amputations and crush injuries)" This type of multiple injury occurs when the
waves of the blast reach the body and leads to damage within the cell. soft tissue. and
bones. 28 If a victim encounters an injury to the side of their leg, the blast can force
massive amounts of pressure against the shape of the tibia resulting in excessive stress
which can literally bend or break the bone. 29 For example, facing a blast from the side is

26 Martin, "Bioarchcological Contributions to the Study of Violence", 120.
27 Eskridge, "Injuries from Combat Explosions In Iraq: Injury Type, Location, And Severity", 1679.
28 Richard A. Shaffer, "Injuries from Combat Explosions In Iraq: Injury Type, Location, And Severity".
lnjury 43 (10): 1678-1682 (2012), 1 679.
29 Ramasamy, "Blast-Related Fracture Patterns: A Forensic Biomcchanical Approach", 691.
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not favorable. Sadly, the human body is no match for the high amounts of pressure, and it
is often bent and twisted like a toy by the forces exerted against it.
Another type of injury is a secondary orthopaedic blast injury, which happen
when a bomb has shrapnel planted inside it, including nails. These objects can lead to
fractures due to direct impact combined with high energy blast, causing these fracture
types to be severe. An individual with this injury should expect, "multiple bone
fragments with no periosteal attachment and thus no blood supply... these direct high
transfer wounds produce significant contamination of the fracture site and into the
medullary canal, thereby increasing the risk of developing long term ineffective
complications.30 If hidden objects are within an IED, one can also encounter a quaternary
blast injury. These types of inclusions can range from potentially inhaling something
from inside the bomb to receiving bums as a result of the explosion.31 A soldier's best
hope when encountering the blast from an IED is that it does not contain hidden
surprises, but considering that nails and screws are easily expendable but infinitely
damageable, this is unfortunately a common occurrence. As a result, secondary injuries
are the most common and often lead to amputation.32
Another unfortunate consequence of war and IEDs is that there are still other
injuries that can occur, for example, mixed primary and secondary orthopaedic blast
injuries. These injuries can happen when someone is directly near the heart of the
explosive. "The anti-personnel mine is designed to release a large amount of explosive

30

Ramasamy, "Blast-Related Fracture Patterns: A Forensic Biomcchanical Approach", 691.
31 Eskridge, "Injuries from Combat Explosions In Iraq: Injury Type, Location, And Severity", 1679.
32 Ibid., 1678.
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energy at a short range, aiming to maim rather than kill." 33 How can doctors best help
soldiers when the attackers intended for them to survive, but to survive with problems?
Although this is a form of wartime violence, how does one discover what cultural
situations inspire someone to disfigure rather than to kill an individual, which is a unique
type of cruelty.
Finally, there are tertiary orthopeadic blast injuries, which occur when someone
involved in an explosion is thrown against something solid. This can put a lot of pressure
on the bone and result in very small fractures in one direct area. One of these fractures
can be called a tension wedge; "in a tension wedge fracture with the apex formed at the
opposite cortex to force application".34 When reviewing the different types of fractures
and injuries resulting from IEDs, it is evident that one cannot simply be lucky in any
case. There are dangers at every turn, blast waves are unique and can be incredibly
invasive and harmful, and because they can come out of nowhere, there is not much to be
done to stop them. To summarize, there are primary orthopaedic injuries, usually
associated with confined spaces and multiple fractures, secondary orthopaedic injuries,
typical of open air and bomb implants, quaternary blast injuries, mixed injuries, tertiary
orthopaedic injuries when the body is thrown against a solid object and finally type III
tibial fractures, where the individual suffers soft tissue damage.

FRACTURE TYPES
Most of the injury types listed above can result in fractures. Combat fractures
often result in Type III Tibial Fractures. This injury is specifically prone to infection due

33

Ramasamy, "Blast-Related Fracture Patterns: A Forensic Biomechanical Approach", 694.
34 Ibid.
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to the gram-negative organisms (difficult to treat bacteria); however, it can be treatable.
The treatability of the injury depends on about three factors: 1 . How close to surgical care
an individual is when the injury happens? 2. How well they are evacuated from the place
of injury? and 3. What type of body armor they were wearing when the incident
happened? These infections can also become drug resistant, due to the challenge of the
gram-negative organisms which complicate the bone healing process. 35 Considering that
most people who sustain military injuries are likely far from medical care, as most
hospitals are positioned in safe areas, it may be some time before the injured individuals
are treated, which increases the risk of infection.
Also, Louie maintains that open fractures are the hardest and most challenging for
orthopedic and plastic surgeons. Procedures such as microvascular surgery, stabilization,
and debridement (removal of damaged tissue) can improve the outcome. Incisions have
to be made with caution in order to not expose the wound further. As mentioned earlier,
antibiotics should be administered quickly after a wound opens and should be continually
administered afterward. Further any open skin should be treated equally as quickly.
However as mentioned previously, that type oftreatment is not always available to an
individual involved in combat. Louie also argues that this research is only about 1 5-20
years old which makes it difficult to understand the consequences and treatment. 36
To reiterate and emphasize the importance of this difficulty, environmental
variables will be reexamined. Variables consist of open or closed environments, what the

35 Erica N. Johnson, Travis C. Bums, Roman A. Hayda, Duane R. Hospenthal, and Clinton K. Murray,
"Infectious Complications of Open Type III Tibial Fractures among Combat Casualties." Clinical
Infectious Diseases 45, no. 4 (2007): 410.
36 Ibid.
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soldier was doing when the blast hit, and if the blast pushed them into something solid,
like a wall or vehicle. When driving and igniting an IED, the soldier will often risk a head
injury, when the explosive detonates and pushes them upwards towards the hard roof of
the vehicle. If a soldier drives over a mine the detonation is immediate. From various
sides, the soldier will face kinetic energy and soil, that push against the car. 37 Although
important for protection, any additional material around the soldier will become a
projectile and risk injuring them. Although soldiers like to be equipped with as much gear
as possible this gear is not always safe to carry.
In reference once more to the chart created by Arul Ramasamy and colleagues,
one is aware of the various conditions surrounding a blast injury, such as a primary injury
being caused by a direct interaction with gas. Meanwhile a more obvious solution for
secondary injuries is to simply arm the vehicle with more protection on the ceiling and
sides, so that when the body is pushed upwards it is not injured. Individuals can also be
protected by wearing stronger safety harnesses or even helmets. Although these are
simple fixes, they could save a soldier's life.

META-ANALYSIS OF IED INJURIES SUSTAINED
Trends are observed from a meta-analysis comparing data from eight studies of
various IED incidents spanning about 50 years; these include terrorist attacks of the
Madrid train station, the World Trade Center 1993 bombing, as well as combat situations
reported from the University Hospital Birmingham's and the Joint Theater Trauma

37 M. Hill, William G. Proud, Katherine A. Brown, Anthony M. J. Bull, and Jon C. Clasper,'' In-vehicle
Extremity Injuries from Improvised Explosive Devices: Current and Future Foci." Philosophical
Transactions: Biological Sciences 366, no. 1562 (201 1): 163.
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Registry. Notice that combat situations are still the most dangerous and that enclosed
areas result in higher severe injuries (death) and open areas have further injuries but are
less severe. Ireland for example produced multiple deaths, however does not have the
highest rate of death. As medical technology increases so do TED maker's ability. See
Figure 2 below.

Meta-Analysis of Select IED incidents
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MEDICAL EXPECTATIONS, PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT,
AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
MEDICAL EXPECTA TIONS
Although this research project has presented a summary of the effects of an IED
wound under various circumstances, and to some extent the response of medical
examiners, a further investigation is warranted to determine what strides are being made
to advance the medical technology behind the situation. For example, Connolly and

21

colleagues explains that as previously stated high energy trauma increases the likelihood
of severe, but non-fatal injuries. The research of Connolly and colleagues explores the
literature of reconstructive techniques from multiple combat situations. The findings
conclude that 60 percent of the injuries in Iraq and Afghanistan were due to explosive
devices and a failure to see the patient within the first 72 hours, which can lead to failures
in tissue transfers. The average time for an individual to be evacuated and hospitalized is
often 4-10 days. 38
Scoring systems like the Mangled Extremity Severity Score (MESS) fail to
predict the outcome of wound salvage. In civilian injury situations, if the wound is
indicated as seven or higher, an amputation is needed and the prediction is typically
correct. However, in instances with military injuries, MESS is only correct 64.3 percent
of the time. This means that the amputation decision is not reached until the individual is
evacuated, which can take a considerable amount of time. Military personnel often
complain of chronic pain due to the delayed amputation or treatment. With a late term or
miscalculated amputation, individuals may go through a significantly worse
hospitalization and healing process. These complications can lead to psychological
distress, as well. So, although improvements have been made, there are still many issues
with the process, as well as the frame work which analyzes the circumstances.39 This
work displays that despite the incredible advances in military and medical study there is
still much research to be done. Naturally that research would be expensive, but long-term
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hospitalization and psychological therapy can continuously amount to a long-term
military expenses anyway.
Furthermore, Kirkman and colleagues note that the material utilized in body
armor does not protect from blast lung occurring and it is even more common in
survivors that were protected from fragments. 40 Work by Kirkman et al. is concerned
with understanding the blood loss effects after an IED explosion, and other less explored
circumstances such as the blast lung. 41 The researchers studied four groups of animals
that were involved in different blasts to determine their blood pressures and study which
could survive the longest without losing too much blood. Normotensive and hypotensive
were the main factors, normotensive blood pressure being normal while hypotensive
meant an abnormally low amount of blood pressure. 42 Single blasts with normotensive
blood pressure were the longest surviving, while surprisingly blast injuries with
hemorrhagic shock were the ones who survived the shortest amount of tirne. 43
Kirkman and colleagues then created an infographic of the protocol for one hour
after the end of surgery when dealing with a hemorrhage. They compared it to what
would happen if an individual were still in the field. The infographic displays a five
minute shock phase before the bleeding and second phase occurs, dictating whether the
blood will be hypotensive or norrnotensive. Following this time, there should be an eight
hour monitoring period.44 Again this study is pushing for hospitalization and intensive
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care as soon as possible. However, these researchers explored this theory by using pigs in
controlled explosive situations, which helps to view in a more controlled environment
what medical science is lacking currently. This is also unique in that medical researchers
are beginning to understand that specific research on the ef fects of IEDs can be
centralized and narrowed to specific regions or aspects of the human anatomy, such as
blood. In prior research, IEDs have been studied in a broader context relating to injuries,
instead of the specific outcomes due to elements of an injury.
Another interesting development in medical research is the management of war
wounds, and the education of non-medical professionals. Throughout the history of the
military there have been trained combat surgeons. There has been a recent push to
educate all military personnel in initial IED treatment steps due to the sporadic nature of
the weapons. Mannion and Chaloner specifically instruct on the uses for non-specialists
in times of conflict. These researchers summarize again the types of primary, secondary,
tertiary and quaternary blast injuries.45 Further they have created the mnemonic ABC,
which stands for airway, breathing and arrest of haemorrhage. But they remind that a
haemorrhage is the most important to look out for. Antibiotics should be given to the
patient, as well as a tetanus shot in case the wound is contaminated. War wounds
typically have characteristics such as contamination, devitalized tissue, and multiple
injuries that typically affect limbs.46
One should be concerned with removing any debris, although the individual
assisting should not be overly concerned with removing all small metallic debris, as it
45
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will not be possible to get every single one. It also reminds that dead muscle does not
bleed, and it does not contract in response to pressure. Bone fragments that are bare
should be removed as to avoid infection. At the end of this removal process the wound
should be washed and left open but a bandage should be gently placed as covering. At
this point the individual assisting has completed the necessary steps or ABC's to assist.47
This outline and the steps to increase awareness aid in the continued education and
protection of individuals experiencing JED wounds. This is also a cost-effective way in
which to protect individuals early on and avoid increased pain and medical expenses
later.
The above studies display the efforts being made by medical professionals to
increase understanding of IEDs and counter IED tactics. This can be done through many
ways but it involves concentrated research and experimentation. IEDs are beginning to be
formally understood and this can help researchers move on to the next level of
comprehension. It can also help for more concentrated experiments which study smaller
direct effects to help larger overarching problems. Furthermore, increased training and
preparation with individuals who are not medical professionals is also beneficial. Any
efforts that are made to instruct and inform individuals, even if they are costly can be
beneficial in the long run. Medical professionals within the military have worked very
hard to enhance that understanding. However, IED attacks can only be countered utilizing
multiple methods, medical experience being only one.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AND COUNTER STRA TEGIES
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After reviewing the various injuries and patterns due to the mechanism of the
device, one must understand the protective gear that is provided to individuals in combat,
as well as future suggestions for improved equipment. There is a struggle to keep up with
the individuals who are constructing explosive devices, which can often be manufactured
with less money than the protective equipment. The United States military and
manufacturers are not keeping up with the fast learning curve.48 The problem being that
some of the protective measures are not easy to guard against, for example PUG, which
stands for Protective Under Garments, can help to stop debris from getting in to lower
limb injuries.49 This is highly significant as lower limb injuries, if not protected, can lead
to infection when debris enters exposed wound areas. The tight-fitting under armor can
provide protection while remaining discreet and movable.
Another element of protective equipment is the difficulty to protect from specific
injuries to the face and neck. Face injuries have an increased likelihood of 26 to 36
percent of occurring in comparison to the chance of other injuries occuring.50 The head,
face, and neck area accounts for 1 2 percent of one's body area. Ceramic plate armor
literally includes ceramic plating made from incredibly hard materials that can withstand
mass amounts of heat. However durable the armor is, it can still break apart, creating
further injury. The three reasons for increased injury are increased survivability in
combat personnel, the emerging use of an JED (which can cause fragment injuries), and
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lack of adequate protection to the head and face. The issue with the current armor being
that there is a small space between the helmet and collar which allows fragments to
penetrate the neck. Lightweight eyewear is also available, but again it does not cover the
entirety of the face.51 Lastly the issue still stands that soldiers are concerned with their
mobility and proficiency as fighters.52 One of the predominant issues of protective
equipment is the detrimental effects that the equipment can have on a soldier's
proficiency and ability.
Another researcher, Shankar, argues that there are three basic methods that have
been utilized to determine potential IED threats, these include: statistical, hotspot, and
future analysis. 53 None of these analysis techniques leave military commanders with
quick ways to approach or avoid the IED threat. The author seeks to pursue research
areas such as friendly force data, cluster models, and lastly estimated IED emplacement
times.54 The most common way to understand the lED threat is to look at trend analysis
which compares averages in enemy activity, but that data risks not being accurate or as
useful as some might hope. ss By utilizing statistical analysis, Shankar has concluded that
there is not a correlation between friendly fire patrols and lED encounters; however, most
patrols risk encountering anywhere from zero to seven IEDs, which is an incredibly broad
range of possibility.56 Shankar argues that there are gaps in IED information; whether that
is due to incorrect data procurement or other issues, it is increasingly clear that the
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predominant amount of research was conducted during the height oflED fear, and that
foresight was not utilized as much as it could have been.
Another group ofresearchers, Weiss and colleagues argue that there are many
combined aspects regarding adversary activities. 57 Key functions of an IED attack include
areas regarding materials and supplies, construction storage, emplacement, and
detonation. Furthermore, there is the recruitment and disengagement process. 58 The
researchers argue that there are multiple reasons individuals might assist in the IED
process. This includes lack of freedom of speech, economic variables, and quality of life.
The researchers argue that instead of focusing on destroying the IED threat chain,
individuals should be focused on destroying the factors that cause the production of an
IED, this includes raising literacy rates or other quality of life factors.59
Another unique research approach taken in the United Kingdom looks at the blast
impact of gelatin in correlation to the impact velocity. This in tum can help to correlate
the fragment mass. These studies on depth of penetration, as well as similar studies on
individual wounds, wound volume and total energy are factors that assist in not only
understanding the severity of an injury, but also future tactics of protection.60 With the
increased development of various technologies, it is important to study the different
effects and circumstances. In the same way that the researchers used pig models for
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injury analysis, there are out of the box methods in which IED effects can be tested in
controlled environments.
Lastly, Eisler remarks on counter-JED strategies in modem war. He argues that
since the emergence of IEDs, little has been changed to stop them. The military wishes to
mitigate the effects instead of trying to prevent them from occurring. However, the true
issue is counterinsurgency operations. For example, the 2nd Calvary Regiment arrived in
Zabul Province Afghanistan in July 2010, this area had constantly been increasing in IED
activity, along Highway 1 , which is an important throughway between Kandahar City and
Kabul. The plan to stop IEDs in this area was to have many security forces at multiple
checkpoints and have almost constant surveillance. With a combined approach of having
more platoons maneuver to patrol the highway, IED incidents decreased in this area,
which leads Eisler to believe that the least patrolled areas and least watched are the
primary targets.
After a few months when routes changed slightly and the provincial elections in
September 2010 drew nearer, the same stretch of road was once again considered very
dangerous. In broader terms, areas with IEDs over three-year periods would always see a
repeated increase despite initial attempts to secure the area. The reason being the
counterinsurgents network. These individuals usually have a secure hold over the area
through intimidation. Most documents argue that partnership with the local security,
living among the population, and meeting with key leaders and elders would help the
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population to feel safe. It is important to distinguish between active anti-civilian and
passive civilian activity. Active being intimidation, forced taxes, and isolation.61

MILITARY RESPONSE
Other researchers such as Connable and colleagues argue that in order to model
Operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, interviews need to be conducted to analyze the
tactical, operational, and strategic levels of command. They are utilizing information
specifically from the Joint Improvised Threat Defeat Organization (JIEDDO). Decisions
involving JED attacks the researchers argue are usually responding to either direct or
indirect fire.62 The strategies can be broken down in preparation for an event, or activities
to stop the event from happening. The division of these strategies can be divided into
what is called "right of boom" and "left of boom". Right of boom means preparing for an
JED while left of boom means prevention. Right of boom strategies can include:
personnel, vehicles, or facilities. While prevention can include situation awareness,
exposure, and indirection.63 The individuals being interviewed argued that the left of
boom option is usually the best and that commanders are looking for analysis that can
predict and inform on the location of IEDs and counter strategies.64 Lastly efforts that are
made to understand the network are called "Attacking the Network".65 Preparedness
plans are useful and many military personnel request them, further preparedness could be
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utilized when identifying the IED threat chain and spending strategies that were
mentioned above.
Another group of researchers studied the stability operations in three units that
were stationed in Northern Iraq from May 2003-November 2005; this includes the 101 st
Airborne Division, the 3/2 Stryker brigade combat team and the 1/25 Stryker brigade
combat team. 66 The 3/2 Stryker Brigades had 1 7,000 troops and 2.5 million people in
Ninawah where they were stationed. The soldiers stationed there focused on civil
reconstruction and did "soft" raids which meant knocking on doors for investigation.
Although their group had high casualties they did have increased participation in
community involvement. 67 Next, the 3/2 SBCT mission effectiveness was analyzed, and
showed that there were about two soldiers per 1 ,000 residents. The 3/2 SBCT soldiers
were often away doing stability operations, less casualties, but the residents were less
happy.68 Finally, 1 /25 SBCT had fewer resources, but less area to attend to, with a ratio
of 4 soldiers per 1 ,000 residents. This group ended up being the most effective. 69 The
researchers argued for net-centric capability improvements. 10 This study shows that the
military is often stretched very thin, when deployed. Much of their safety is reliant upon
how well they can work with and help the individuals in the areas in which they are
stationed and not necessarily on traditional counter-IED strategy.
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A pamphlet titled "GATOR: EOD Counter-JED Training" is a very short
summary of the specific device and training on how to utilize it in the threat against
IEDs. This is done by discussing the 1/101 Brigade Combat Team who in 2008 received
a call from the Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD) team. Five armored HMMWV's
were hit by an IED, with the lead vehicle taking the brunt of the impact. Luckily there
were only minor injuries and the vehicle was not damaged significantly. The EOD team
arrived at the site to make sure it was protected and people were evacuated, and they
utilized robotic equipment to survey the damage to the surrounding area. They located a
second IED that was set to detonate, but they utilized a robot to destroy the device. The
site was successfully cleared and the group returned to base.71
GATOR stands for Global Antiterrorism and Operational Readiness and it is a
two-week course at Ordnance Munitions and Electronic Maintenance School at the
Redstone Arsenal in Alabama. This course helps specific military teams in the EOD
forces and teaches them how to deal with IED threats and EOD team procedures. The
course was started in 2003 and utilized to enhance the training of Counter-IED operations
specifically for Operation Iraqi Freedom/Operation Enduring Freedom. There are over 30
GATOR classes per year, which end up training about 500 EOD technicians. The first
week of the training consists of classes on enemy tactics, techniques and procedures. The
second week focuses on scenarios based on previous real-life EOD incidents. This is not
the only course that military personnel will take before going to Iraq; they must also
complete Air Force predeployment training and a 1 5-day basic combat skills training.72
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GOVERNMENT POLICY INFORMA TION AND RESPONSE
Bahney and colleagues argue that there is a correlation of financial systems and
terrorist movement. The U.S. government formed groups to increase awareness of
terrorist spending. These groups are the Iraq Threat Finance Cell and a joint Department
of Defense and Treasury group. Data was collected to show a correlation between the
Department of Defense's significant activities list and the Al-Qa'ida in Iraq's financing. 13
Even more interesting is that there is a correlation of increased weekly spending and
increased JED attacks. Some weeks the spending is a direct indication of an impending
attack.74 The direct number that the researchers argue is $2,732. The average cost of an
actual IED, however, is only $25-30.75 The additional money goes toward developing and
maintaining the terrorist cells and some of the funds go to ideological propaganda, as
well as payments to the operatives and their families.76 There is also the additional cost of
travel, training, renting an estate, keeping up communication and issuing bribes. 77 In
summary, these researchers argue that there is a direct correlation with an exact price
tag.78 This research is incredibly interesting and brings up questions such as: Does this
shed light on the United States plans for counter IED equipment? Does the funding need
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to be directed towards the equipment or the destruction of terrorist cells through tracked
data gathering? Is the United States focusing on the product instead of the process?
Furthennore, Moulton seeks to understand why different insurgent groups (with
vastly different resource levels) choose the same means to approach their often
conflicting goals and what can be done to further eliminate these threats. The reason, he
argues, is that many individuals use IEDs simply because they work as a weapon, they
are incredibly effective at close range, they are inexpensive, and many are programmed
to be victim initiated. 79 This means that the victims weight or footsteps trigger the
explosion. Additionally, the products used to make IEDs are commercially available and
have a surprisingly high consumer demand. An individual wishing to initiate an IED
attack can do so at their leisure and location.
IED attacks force soldiers to isolate themselves from the Iraqi people and
encourage them to develop new maneuvers in consideration of the problem. The primary
goal of an IED is terrorize: to break down the domestic and political support of the army
they are targeting and to make individuals question their own safety. The United States
spent 3.63 billion dollars in 2006 alone on largely technical engineering-based counter
IED efforts. Although there are also reports that display the who, what, where, when, and
why, they are often confusing and hurt more than they aid. Moulton argues that instead,
the United States should seek to emphasize the IED networks. He adds that there are
three primary suggestions, to establish unit websites to share IED networks, reinstruct the
weapons intelligence team and adequately resource bomb disposal partnerships.80
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Bolton asserts that due to the advancements made in technology, war has become
more impersonal and autonomous. Violence is mobile, robotic and competitive. He seeks
to understand the metaphysical archaeology of Derek Gregory's "Everywhere War", he
calls the systems such as IEDs the unique term nanoarchitecture, which means
technologies that intend to maim, kill or injure rather than aid life. He also seeks to
understand where the shift in war changed from one dimensional to two dimensional.
Specifically, Bolton notices that there is a tonal shift between the 2004 US Military Field
Manual and the 2005 Manual. The distinct difference being the realized vulnerability to
IED attacks. In reading the manuals, a few questions arise: What are the dimensions
factored in to the study of IEDs? Are the spaces for them static or dynamic? Are military
and civilian spaces further blurring because of this technology?81 This article explores
how the United States views IEDs in context as a place, and that for perspectives to
change, IEDs need to be viewed as nonlinear as opposed to unilineal manner.
Martin and colleagues discuss the JIEDDO training process. There are three
primary training functions: 1 ) be advised on how to assist on all matters concerning the
IED threat including training; 2) clarify support service activities to provide direct
support, analysis and expertise on the subject manner; and 3) identify and implement
appropriate training programs, including overall function of several sub-functions, which
are considered separately. 82 The first function has a training element that makes sure
counter-JED training is focused on the proper subjects. This is reviewed by the director o f
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JIEDDO who makes sure there are innovative counter-IED solutions.83 There is also a
Counter-IED Operations Integration Center (COIC). This center focuses on a holistic
view of the JED threat and how to attack the networks.84 There is another campaign
which focuses on capability requirements and validation, as well as solution and
integration, the first domain has three sub phases: identify, prioritize, and validate.85 The
article concludes that JIEDDO is a unique organization with various authorities and
capabilities; it brings focus to IED threats and helps those who are faced with it by
providing leadership and support when in the field. The general goal of the program is to
improve counter-JED training, which the reviewers feel is unique to their program
specifically.86
At the United States Congress House Committee on Oversight and Government
Refonn, Subcommittee on National Security, Homeland Defense and Foreign Operations
meeting on September 1 5th• 201 1 , the question was raised, "Are we doing enough to
combat corruption?", regarding Foreign Operations and the committee's duties. Since its
beginning in 2009, there have been issues with warlord and Taliban members seeking
protection payments. The goal of the committee was to explore any corruption issues and
what could be fixed. They also discussed the issue of misappropriations of funds that
amount to between $30 billion and $60 billion for Iraq and Afghanistan since 200 1 . One
issue is the trucking contract in Afghanistan; it has spawned protection for warlords, and
insurgents, who are extorting contractors for protection. In a very blunt summary, the
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investigation found that the Department of Defense supply chain in Afghanistan was
paying the enemy and fueling corruption in order to keep a large military presence.
Billions of dollars have gone to funding waste, fraud, and abuse. Anny contracting is
being sought to make up for these issues, going from eight contracts to twenty. However,
the conclusion is that despite mass amounts of money being spent, individuals are not
being better protected.87 This meeting displays the obvious problems and, even more
alarmingly, how long it took for them to be addressed.
One of the emerging issues with military preparedness is the ability of the army to
meet the needs to train and equip soldiers with new and effective capabilities. This is
where the program MTOE comes in, Modified Table of Organization and Equipment.
MTOE is a way to classify a unit's level of readiness, and it contains information on their
equipment, their personnel, organizational info and language capabilities.88 Between
2001 and 2010 the Anny received over $ 1 20 Billion for this program. The funding was
used to purchase equipment, which could be split into two categories: ( 1 ) modernization
and expanded standard equipment, and (2) rapid development. 89 The army does not have
the full capability to respond to their operational needs, which is why organizations like
JIEDDO provide supplemental help.90 Lastly the army has responded well to the
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improvements through MTOE based reporting; however, maintaining the current skillset
is difficult during times of peace.91

ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND THE MILITARY
Not only can soldiers benefit from research on understanding trauma caused by
IEDs, but society can, as well. David Price explains that it is important for
anthropologists who are against militarism of modern society to speak out against the
dangers of war, especially towards vulnerable minority and indigenous populations, as
well as non-affiliated witnesses and journalists affected by the violence. 92 If individuals
and cultures are at risk, as an anthropologist, one should act as a watchdog and advocate
against these modem destructive forces. According to Werbner, "global crises affecting
the people we study in quotidian times challenge our interpretive capacity as
anthropologists."93 However, the field of anthropology should be ready for the challenge.
Before the actual ramifications of military combat can be comprehended, people must
first be willing to study and engage with the problems head on.
To understand the nature of anthropology as related to militarism, one must
explore the dynamics between the two fields of thought. Anthropology is a dynamic field
that explores and studies culture and human interaction. War in many senses, can be
destructive and harmful to both. Anthropologists have studied many types of human
relationships across cultures. In many instances anthropologists, have even been able to
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successfully defy cultural norms by utilizing their holistic perspective in an attempt to
reveal the ultimate nature of situations. The same could arguably done to expand both
from biological and cultural perspectives of the military.
The discipline of Anthropology has been far too timid in the exploration of the
Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts. The study of these wars may be limited due to the
aggressive nature of active conflict and the fear that anthropologists have both for their
own lives and their academic tenure.94 As a researcher entering a war zone, an
anthropologist will experience multiple areas of concern. One concern may be that they
are potentially not wanted as a researcher by both their own government and the
opposition's government in the war zone. Furthermore, their own morals may be
incredibly biased in regard to the combat situation. Is the research worth the risk of both
one's physical life as well as their professional life? War is arguably a very politically
charged event, in which people have strongly invested opinions and emotions.
Anthropologists as explained above opted to take a step back for the sake of their safety
and profession.
One of the biggest problems to be confronted in terms of this research is the
nature of modem warfare and the increasing development of destructive explosive
devices. Gusterson adds that "180 million people died in war in the twentieth century". 95
Considering that since then technology has only increased in power and ability, concern
should be raised for the lives of those currently serving in violent or warlike zones. The
most recent experience many Americans have had with conflict is from the Iraq and
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Afghanistan wars. Despite previous fears and distrust of militant study, Mccutcheon
argues that during the original conflicts with Iraq in 1980, the field of anthropology has
seen an increase in this area of study. He further explains that researchers are beginning
to take into account the causes and effect of violence. Exploring topics like terrorism,
genocide, and overall violence and suffering. Although the desire for exploration in the
military has been argued to be useful, Gusterson explains that anthropologists generally
tried to avoid war sites when picking fields to study and that the cold war specifically was
marked as an area that was off limits. Even current anthropologists who investigate
militarism argue that the subject warrants more attention. Not only have the effects of the
war begun to be explored, but the fear behind the research has been confronted.96
Despite its destructive nature, war (and more broadly conflict) is unfortunately a
part of human existence and therefore should be studied from an anthropological, holistic
perspective. If war is truly something that is instituted in culture, it must be better
understood in order to protect the individuals (soldiers and bystanders) involved. Despite
the stance a researcher may have towards militarism, soldiers are a part of culture and
therefore deserve to be understood and protected through research. Inborn, for example,
explains that she feels individuals in the field of medical anthropology have been afraid
to study any war due to its harsh reality. She urges individuals to not just understand the
structure of war, but all of the elements. 97
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22, no. 4 (2008): 421.
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tenure, as they rightfully should be. There is also a sore relationship history between the
two stake holders, and there is not much being done to repair it. Although many
anthropologists are researching or commenting on war and IED study, their research
shows the fear of mentioning specific critiques. The critiques are instead left to the
military, which can often fall short. If the anthropologists felt they had the freedom to
express more critiques and recommendations, then it would not be simply government
employees and contractors making the suggestions, who are incentivized by partisan
politics and contract money rewards. If the two could once again collaborate so that
anthropologists could become involved as the independent entities they strive to be, the
military may not get praise, it may receive criticism . . . and if those critiques can make the
situation safer for all parties concerned, perhaps it is worth it.
Finally, Inborn advises anthropologists to be "independent and courageous
scholars of human suffering."98 As anthropologists, it is our duty to explore the nature of
explosive equipment, and studies of war in general, despite being sensitive topics.
Anthropology once experienced a disconnect due to its many subfields; however, many
could overlook this concern and instead discover that anthropology can be prided for its
sacred bundle, encompassing linguistic, cultural, archaeological, and biological elements
of study. Due to its holistic nature, this discipline could provide unique perspectives that
government and militant perspectives could have missed. Given the delicate nature,
whatever the anthropologist finds good or bad can be utilized to create elements of
change for those involved in combat situations.

98
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CONCLUSION
As expressed throughout this paper, improvised explosive devices can cause
extreme harm and damage to soldiers involved in combat. Although war is a harmful and
destructive force that many researchers have avoided studying, in recent years some
anthropologists have shown an increased interest in this investigation. Despite the grim
research findings from past combat situations, improved efforts towards understanding
combat fractures, infections, and other complications of battlefield injuries have yielded
profound and useful results. These results encourage the formation of better combat
equipment, awareness, and medical care. With the continued research f rom numerous
subfields including, critical military anthropology, forensic, and medical anthropology
within biological anthropology, soldiers may experience increased chances of survival
when encountering explosive devices in combat situations.
Although it can be difficult to pinpoint the specific cause of all injuries, and how
to best fight against every possible way that one's body can be damaged, if research
continues, the field will grow and become better prepared for whatever the next conflict
brings. As stated above, this form of study is less than thirty years old, current studies
have already explored and expressed many great advances. Continued research will
further the protection of individuals who are involved in combat situations. Hopefully
one day those individuals will not have to fear explosions that could come in the form of
flying nails and other projectiles and causing disfiguring effects. Although death is a
hazard of war, advances in medicine and practice can help to save more members of
combat. This field of exploration is incredibly significant and will continue to advance
the anthropological field while also encouraging the safety of individuals facing battle.
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